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We’re bringing
#PowerToThePeople
Technology for Energy Companies
Okra is a technology solution that combines decentralised solar panels and batteries
with IoT hardware and A.I software, to enable energy utilities to setup proﬁtable,
renewable mesh-grids in remote areas, at ½ of the cost of traditional off-grid solutions.
Okra provides Plug & Play kits to energy companies, including Okra’s IoT Pod, panels,
batteries, and inverters. Energy companies also access Okra’s SAAS subscription to the
Okra Harvest platform, a comprehensive automation & management tool that includes
monitoring, remote payments, and smart optimized maintenance to enable energy
companies to operate last mile assets seamlessly at scale..

Plug & Play Kits

(pod, panels, batteries, inverters)

Partners
Distributed
Energy Service
Companies
(DESCos)

End-users
Remote
communities
without energy
access

Annual SAAS
Subscription/Kit

(monitoring, remote
payments, low cost O&M)
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800 million people live
without electricity
The Challenge
The current approach used for off-grid electriﬁcation is based on traditional centralised
generation and distribution methods. These work for densely populated urban areas, but
in rural off-grid areas, with low population densities and dispersed households, these
approaches are prohibitively expensive.

Mini grids, the dominant off-grid solution, are inﬂexible and suffer from a 10-20 year
payback period
Requires land
acquisition

Isolated households
can’t be connected.

AC Centralized Mini grids are ﬁnancially unviable due to costly and inﬂexible
infrastructure that is difﬁcult to install and maintain.

✖ 50% of setup costs are distribution due to centralized architecture and thick conductors
✖ 40% of 10 year project costs are for O&M due to licensed technicians traveling to site to safely
operate high voltage infrastructure..
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Mesh-grid Overview
Okra Kits are installed at individual houses like SHS, and nearby houses can be
interconnected into modular, plug & play mesh-grids. Once interconnected with a low
voltage cable,, smart algorithms redistribute power to where it’s needed most.
1 Okra Kit/House
Solar Panel

50V DC grid =
safe & low cost
distribution

1.2kW of productive
230V AC Output
Far apart houses
install as standalone
systems

Okra Pod
Inverter
Battery

mesh-grids supply more value per dollar to off-grid energy utilities, and deliver the
power communities need at a far more affordable price.

POWER OUTPUT
DISTRIBUTION
GRID CONNECTABLE?
COST PER CXN
AVG DAILY LOAD
BATTERY TYPE

CENTRALIZED MINI-GRIDS

Mesh-grids

AC - 1.15kW or greater

AC - 1.2kW

AC - 230V Single or 3 Phase

DC - 50V

Draw & Supply

Draw Only

~$1100

~$500

600Wh/day

600Wh/day

Lithium (LFP)

Lithium (LFP)

See the Okra Pod Spec Sheet
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Mesh-grids reduce
upfront costs
Node-to-node distribution in Mesh Grids limits how far power travels, requiring 10x thinner
cables and ultimately 90% lower distribution costs compared to centralized mini-grids.

MINI-GRIDS

Mesh-grids

✖ 10x larger conductor size, and higher voltage
(230V to 33kV) to minimize power loss.

✓ Distances >50 m are not connected, reducing
length of distribution required

✖ Far away households have higher connection
costs or are left unconnected

✓ Algorithms optimize power transfer so it doesn’t
travel far
✓ Far away households can be connected as SHS
and be plugged into mesh-grid at any time

Conductor size: 25-50 mm^2
Distribution cost (incl. poles): $10-18/m

Conductor size: 2.5 mm^2
Distribution cost (incl. poles): $2.5/m

Smart Power Distribution
Innovative power control algorithms on board each
Okra pod take excess power from each system and
redistribute to nearby loads to minimise the power
ﬂow over the line & maximise network efﬁciency and
battery health.
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Mesh-grids are safe &
quick to deploy
Mesh-grids enable safe, local maintenance
mesh-grids use low voltage, 50V DC grid lines which are safe to operate with minimal training, so energy
companies can hire local staff to conduct repairs.

MESH-GRIDS (50V, DC)

CENTRALIZED MINI-GRIDS (230V - 11kV, AC)
Not safe for untrained technicians to operate on, so
trained staff are sent to remote areas for all ﬁeld work.
As a result, the majority of O&M costs is staff &
logistics.
Experienced technicians are sent to remote
sites every time there is a problem.
Operation costs per house: $30-50/year

Operational by anyone familiar with solar home
systems. Energy companies transfer issues directly to
people living onsite to conduct repairs, reducing staff
& logistics by over 50%.
Local staff empowered by data.
Operation costs per house: $15/year

Mesh-grids are faster to deploy
Panels, batteries, and pods are installed on individual houses, so mesh-grids don’t require land acquisition.

CENTRALIZED MINI-GRIDS

✖ Require land acquisition
To acquire land, an agreement needs to be reached with the
entire village which on average takes >6 months. Once land
is acquired (at a cost), security needs to be paid for to ensure
assets are not stolen/damaged.

$$$

DECENTRALIZED MESH-GRIDS
✓ Don’t require land
A direct contract between the household and the
developer enables the developer to install
equipment at the household.
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Mesh-grids support
productive loads
Mesh-grids provide productive power
Each pod outputs 1.2kW (AC or DC) and enables houses to go beyond lighting to power
fridges, water pumps, rice cookers, and other productive appliances. Excess power from
commercial loads can be drawn into mesh-grids for lower cost distribution.

Residential Productive Use
Loads such as washing machines, pumps, electric cookers and refrigeration enable communities to
increase income while boosting energy consumption and driving revenues/proﬁtability of the network.

Commercial Productive Use
Commercial loads, like rice mills, telecom towers, or community cool rooms, can be powered with a
standalone high power AC solar + battery array. Excess power can be fed to households through Okra
gateways into mesh-grids, ensuring low-cost power distribution for the residential network.

Gateways

Productive /
Anchor Load
230V AC
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Mesh-grids proﬁtability
IoT Hardware enables proﬁtable billing models
Each IoT device is remotely controllable via Okra’s software platform to enable customers
to deploy successful and proﬁtable billing models, across all markets.

Daily Limit

100%

✓ Prepaid energy packages automatically disable pods when credit runs out, or
deploy postpaid billing

✓ Flat or kWh rates

adapt to market requirements and ensure predictable

revenue and ease of adoption

✓ Daily Limit & penalty tariffs regulate usage and increase revenue

Mesh-grids are designed for load growth
Capacity can be added to mesh-grids over time without replacing existing assets,
enabling steady load growth and the ﬂexibility to add new households to the grid at any
time.

CENTRALIZED MINI-GRIDS

DECENTRALIZED mesh-gridS

✖ Rigid, cannot be scaled incrementally

✓ Modular, assets can be added over
time

Inverter and battery capacity cannot be increased
without being replaced, adding massive costs to
replace and upsize all assets when demand grows.

Extra panels and batteries can be added to match
real load growth or staggered signups, without
replacing existing assets or massively oversizing.
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SaaS for the Last Mile
Harvest: The Go-To Platform for Offgrid Energy
Utilities
Harvest supports project investors, ﬁeld teams, and everyone in between to ensure
successful deployments and maintenance of Mesh Grids.
Key ﬁnancial metrics monitor high-level project performance. Mobile billing and appliance
leasing make revenue collection scalable. Automation detects and diagnoses issues
remotely, and the mobile app empowers local agents and signiﬁcantly reduced the need
to sent technicians to sites.
No other existing solutions seamlessly tie these core features together while prioritizing
proﬁtability, the way Harvest does.

Signup
Households

Install &
Monitor
Grids

Collect
Payments

Automated
Issue
Detection

Locally Run
O&M

Lease
Appliances

Manage
Portfolio

See the Okra Harvest case study
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Automation for local,
low cost O&M
Automated issue detection from IoT data
Algorithms process IoT data to automatically detect issues, including identifying if a solar
panel wire has come loose on a speciﬁc house or suspected power theft.
Algorithms receive granular sensor data from the
battery, panel, grid, loads, and temperature sensors
to determine:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Power theft
Battery damage
Panel shading
Blown fuses
Open Circuits & Loose Wirings
Under / over utilization
Risk of upcoming blackouts

Local maintenance reduces outages and costs
Automatically generated issues are prioritized and passed to local agents as clear,
actionable tasks. Local agents can resolve issues faster, increasing revenues and
decreasing costs.

50% Reduced Opex through empowering local

agents instead of sending technicians to site. Less
downtime
and
more
sustainable.

Local task management and data visibility
over all ﬁeld work and outcomes.
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Collect and grow
revenues
Mobile payments and efﬁcient cash
collection
Cash collection is too expensive in remote areas. Mobile billing is built
straight into the Harvest app so local agents can manage collection
efﬁciently and transparently.
✓
✓
✓

Mobile money
Pods disable automatically for non-payers
Disabled assets continue contributing to the grid and generate revenue

Appliance leasing to increase revenues
Energy and appliance bundling drives load growth and proﬁtability, and also encourages
higher repayment and de-risks investment for energy companies.

Appliance leasing built into Harvest lowers overhead
for energy companies to sell appliances, encourages
higher energy consumption, and drives up revenue.

Energy Usage &
Mobile Payment Data
Collected

AI credit proﬁling
increases access to
ﬁnance.

Non-payers are
remotely
disconnected

Household leasing of
appliances through
the platform

mesh-grid ARPU
$120+ /household/year

╳

MINI-GRID ARPU
$60 /household/year

MFI partnerships enable households to
borrow against energy payment history.
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Harvest for project
success & scale
Portfolio management for project success
Portfolio management highlights project proﬁtability and gives customers access to
business intelligence analysis including grid optimizations, underutilized assets, and
revenue growth opportunities.

ARPU (average revenue per user)
= Key indicator for project success

AI site identiﬁcation and pipeline builder
Remote site mapping using geospatial + Okra AI algorithms determine rooftops and do
least cost electriﬁcation layout. This tool helps companies build pipeline of Okra projects
without travelling to site.

Example Pipeline:
OKRA mesh-grid: $948k
TRADITIONAL MINIGRID: $1.54M
GRID EXTENSION: $5M+

See a live site id + pipeline costing
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Okra tech, the least
cost electriﬁcation
Mesh-grids reduce setup and opex costs, and
increase revenue
Mesh-grid developers around the world are achieving a 5 year payback period
compared to >10 years previously with centralized minigrids.

SETUP COSTS

ANNUAL OPEX

AVERAGE REVENUE

~$1.2k

/connection

$30-50
/connection

Proj
Dev

<$700

$15

/connection

Cables, Poles

Proj Dev

Staff &
Logistics

Cables & Poles

$120

/connection

Staff &
Logistics

Inverters & BOS

/household/year

$60

/household/year

Energy
Revenue

Batteries & PV

MINIGRID

mesh-grid

Equipment Replacement

MINIGRID

mesh-grid

Energy
Revenue

MINIGRID

mesh-grid
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Okra tech, the least
cost electriﬁcation
Upfront, primary cost savings come from cables, poles, and other transmission
equipment. On an ongoing basis savings come from simpliﬁed project design and
data-driven, local maintenance.

Upfront Capex Cost / Connection

$961
vs.
$633

10 year Opex Cost

$642
vs.
$293
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Additional
Details
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Grid Integration
Draw from main grid into mesh-grid
Leverage cheap mesh-grid power distribution and existing monitoring and billing via
Okra Pod, and avoid installing AC distribution out to individual households.

AC/DC Converter
AC to DC converter converts 11kV
from the main grid to 50V DC, to
feed power into
the mesh-grid
distribution bus

$580 per gateway
1.8kW of power input x 24 hours
43.2kWh/day per gateway.

MV grid

Main Grid

Backup main grid with Okra Kit
In areas with weak grid, install an Okra Kit and houses get reliable backup power when
the grid goes down.
AC/DC Converter
AC to DC converter converts 220V from
the main grid to 50V DC, to feed
power directly into an Okra Pod.
Main Grid

220V (LV) distribution

$60 per charger
300W of power input x 24 hours
7.2kWh/day per charger.
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Data Connectivity
Open sourced communications module
A 2G, 3G, 4G, and wiﬁ module that enables low-cost IoT hardware to be deployed in
remote areas and maintain reliable connectivity for cloud communications.
To address struggles with unreliable, off-the-shelf
components, Okra partnered with The Enaccess
Foundation to create a simple, low-cost module to
enable IoT startups to focus on the real problems
they’re solving, like energy access.
✓
✓
✓
✓

Designed for low-connectivity and cost constraints
Compatible with 2G, 3G, and 4G sim cards
Open source ﬁrmware and hardware
Included in each Okra Pod

Learn about Cicada IoT Module

Zero connectivity regions
99% of the world has at least 2G connection, but many offgrid areas are also the last to
get connectivity. As an alternative, use a central satellite connection with repeaters to
setup a local wiﬁ network for pods and the community.
VSAT (satellite) for
no connectivity areas

Wiﬁ enabled pods connect to a network distributed within the community via repeaters.
Distributed wiﬁ unlocks “Internet As a Service” to be sold in parallel with energy.
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Upcoming SAAS
Features
Integrations to pull all energy assets into Harvest
Harvest UX has been validated by customers for mesh-grids, the next step is to pull in AC meters, inverters,
etc.. to support customers in managing their full project portfolio in 1 convenient location

✓ View and manage all grids from one platform
✓ Monitor ongoing revenues and ﬁnancial
performance of all assets

✓ Conveniently signup, commission, and/or lease all
meters and appliances within one platform

Revenue generation through
end-user services
Energy is just the beginning, as far as getting opportunities to the hands
of offgrid households. With an expanding mesh-grid consumer base and a
growing data set to back them, Okra can connect households to digital
wallets, education, ﬁnancing all via a consumer-facing app.

See all features

Open account
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